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Hot Passion Books Laurann Dohner Serie Nuevas
Especies
From NY Times & USA TODAY bestselling author Mandy M. Roth Eadan Daly
has thrown himself into the role as the sixth I-Ops team member and has forged
a brotherhood of sorts with the other men. When he’s asked to go on a solo
mission for the PSI Branch (Paranormal Security and Intelligence) he’s not so
sure he wants his old job back. Inara Nash is a survivor, doing what she must to
get by. On the run for years, from an organization she doesn’t fully understand,
she tries to stay below the radar. When a blond hunk arrives and claims he’s her
savoir, she suspects her luck might have finally run out. Sure, he’s hot and looks
like he’d be good in bed but there is something almost magical about him that
defies reality. And if there is one thing she’s learned in her life in the paranormal
underground it’s you never trust a magik. Genre: romance, paranormal, shifter,
military, special ops, vampire, werecat, werelion, alpha male, werewolf romance,
bad boy hero, humorous romance, romantic suspense, action and adventure,
shapeshifter, romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller
& Suspense, Wizards & Witches, Genetic Engineering, Fae, wererat,
werepanther
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Never tell a shifter to choose between two mates. Newly matured shifter, Hannah
Kagan has her sights set on saving a neighboring pack from a corrupt leader. All
she has to do is convince Ethan Jager to mate her and take over the Tanner
pack. But a chance encounter with a handsome stranger makes her question
everything, including her love for Ethan. Noah lost his mate decades ago. His
secret relationship with fellow pack mate, Ethan, soothed the sting of her loss.
Hannah, however, can either heal him once and for all…or rip his heart in half.
With his pack in shambles, Ethan struggles with the choice of mating Hannah
and taking over as leader or huddling in the dark with Noah while his friends and
neighbors suffer. Neither option fits his wants. That leaves him with one
alternative: Claim both of his mates…and try not to die in the process. —————————
This book is the closed-door version of SHARED MATE (previously titled:
SHARED FOR LOVE) by Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction pen name of
Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter World® where
primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with the
Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching
saga where you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed
happily ever after - The bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and
confident men - Strong, dedicated, and smart women - Unbreakable family ties
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between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates - Danger, action,
adventure, and spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will
leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon
over - Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of
everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal romance series to put on your oneclick wish list - Mystery and supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language
Download today and read an official Shifter World® original novel. Are you
looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe - An
immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to
trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love.
Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and
their pride. Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy
of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or
die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to
do with his primal side or settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand
changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a
fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf.
Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his
primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart
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isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's
leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard. Being
the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared
member of the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But
a smart woman knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs
titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for
his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate
Mya should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But
an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death
comes knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is
dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when passion takes
over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to
take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow
fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe
again. Visit Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
?????????????,????????,??????,?????????????????????????????????????????
?????,??????????,????????,????????????????!??“????”?????,??????,?????????
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Paranormal Shifter Military Special Ops Romance Dr. Thaddeus Green survived
a werepanther attack long ago, leaving him immortal and a member of the I-Ops
team. He’s dedicated his life to genetics and to serving his country. After his
mutated DNA led to the death of his loved one, he vowed to never let anyone
close to his heart again. Try as he might, Green is unable to stop the mystical pull
to the tall, leggy blonde with a sharp tongue and an even worse bite. Thinking
Melanie is suffering from mating withdrawal, Green is prepared to do what he
must to assure her survival, even if it means claiming her for himself, regardless
of his need to protect his heart. Little does Green know that fate has been
preparing him for Melanie Daly all his unnaturally long life. When ghosts from the
past resurface, in ways he never dreamt possible, the normally mild-mannered
scientist finds himself drawing on his inner beast and rage to assure his mate and
their future are protected. But even Green can’t fight all of Melanie’s battles for
her. Some she has no choice but to face on her own. Can their bond stand the
test of time? ????? 5 Stars--“Reader, you are going to experience a whole array
of emotions. These characters have captured readers for over ten years and will
continue for a long time to come.” – Amazon Review ????? 5 Stars--“Probably
one of my favorite I-Ops books. Action, humor, heat, mystery, this book has a
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little of everything in it.” – Amazon Review ????? 5 Stars--“Chock full of steamy
romance, seat-of-your-pants action and a whole smorgasbord of alpha hotties to
crush on!!!” – Amazon Review IMMORTAL OPS WORLD SUGGESTED
READING ORDER Books in order of release and in their suggested reading
order to date: Immortal Ops (Immortal Ops® book 1) Critical Intelligence
(Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar Deception (Immortal Ops® book 3) Strategic
Vulnerability (Immortal Ops® book 4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops® book 5) Act
of Mercy (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1)
Administrative Control (Immortal Ops book 6) Act of Surrender (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 2) Broken Communication (Immortal
Outcasts® book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal Ops® book 7) Act of Submission
(Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 3) Damage Report
(Immortal Outcasts® book 2) Act of Command (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 4) Wolf’s Surrender (Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 1) The Dragon Shifter’s Duty
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 2) Midnight
Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated Maneuver (Immortal
Outcasts book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 2) Area
of Influence (Immortal Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal and Security
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Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of Brotherhood (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf (Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal Outcasts®
book 4) Bound to Midnight (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out of the Dark
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 4) Act of
Surveillance (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 7) Act of
Freedom (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat Out of
Hell (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4) and more to come! Perfect for fans of
K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Laurann Dohner, Denise Grover Swank, Carrie
Ann Ryan, Darynda Jones, Jennifer L Armentrout, Alisa Woods, Elizabeth
Hunter, Christine Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh, Felicity Heaton, Donna
Grant, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Laurann Dohner, Gena Showalter, Genevieve
Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K. Hamilton. Topics: immortal ops,
paranormal security and intelligence, shadow agents, crimson ops, PSI-Ops, IOps, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero, alpha male, Army, award
winning romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy, Crime, Demon, Devil, DNA
manipulation, Doctor, Dominant male, emotional romance, espionage, fae,
Faeries, fantasy, fantasy romance, fated mates, first in series, friendship, genetic
engineering, HEA, steamy, sexy, sizzling, Humorous, instant love, magic,
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mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times bestseller, usa today, panther,
paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance ebook, romance
series, book series, science fiction, scientist, experiments, laboratory, legends,
conspiracy, species, breeds, medical, mystery, military, thriller, suspense,
Scottish, highlander, cowboy, warrior, spies, special ops, special forces, siren,
shifter, cat shifter, wolf shifter, werewolf, were creatures, werecat, captain, war,
evil, empire, corporation, animal, soulmates, fang gang, vampires, hybrid, sci-fi,
Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards & Witches, Genetic
Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous romance, romantic
suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter, free, first in series, series starter,
ancient, king, and royalty.
????????????·???????????,???????????????????????????????????,??????????
?????????.......
?????????????????????????????????? ????????150???
????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ?????
??????????? ???? ?????? ? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????…… ? ?2013~2014???????? ??
???????????????????????????????????????????????1??????????????????????
?5.5?????????????????2013??????????????????2014??????????????????????
????????????????????2014?10?????????150??????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????This Beautiful
Life??????????Helen Schulman?? ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Reveng
e??????????Mary Morris?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Love
Walked in??????????Marisa de los Santos?? ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????The Knitting
Circle????????Ann Hood?? ???????????????????????91????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????The Painted Girls?????????????Cathy Marie Buchnan??
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Dive from
Clausen's Pier????????Ann Packer?? ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Heretic's
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Daughter??????????Kathleen Kent?? ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????When We Were the
Kennedys??????????Monica Wood?? ????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????Kirkus Review?? ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????19?????20????????75????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????Booklist?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????(?????)?Naples Daily News ?FL??? ????????????????????Huffington
Post?? ????????……?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????Publishers Weekly?? ???????????????????????????????????Kirkus
Review?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????Library Journal?? ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ?Romantic Times, Top Pick??
???????????????????????????????????Cleveland Plain Dealer??
?????????????????????????2013?????????????????????The New Maine Times
Book Review?
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Goal: Topple a powerful man. Reality: He lands on top of you. Nyx was supposed
to bring down the strongest Royal feline on the Shifter Council. Not fall in love
with Anton Alexander. But living in the same house with the intriguing, aloof
shifter male changes everything. Except the plans she set in motion can’t be as
easily altered as her heart. Never date your employee. The simple rule should’ve
saved Anton from falling under Nyx’s spell. But Nyx isn’t just a secretary. She's
his everything. But he never expected his true mate would try to implicate him in
a crime. And when the real murderer comes after both of them, Anton has no
choice but to embrace his primal side. Hunt or be hunted. And a Royal never
loses. ————————— This book is the closed-door version of FORBIDDEN MATE b
Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. —————————
Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter World® where primal heroes take on the
world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride and
their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where you'll find: - NO
CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed happily ever after - The
bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men - Strong,
dedicated, and smart women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters,
pride, clan and pack mates - Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling
suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will leave you reading late into the
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night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon over - Otherworld creatures from
Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get lost in Paranormal romance series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and
supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language Download today and read an
official Shifter World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter World
novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe - An immortal Royal shifter must convince
a protective human mother with secrets to trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin
- Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll
fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride. Josh - As a human living
among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every male
wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a
dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to do with his primal side or
settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand changes his mind. Nic Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a fate any man wants.
Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight
of his life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan
will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's leader of his pack.
Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard. Being the human true
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mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women are
powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared member of the
Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart
woman knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles:
Rick - A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his
true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate Mya
should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But an
unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death comes
knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is
ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when passion takes over, nobody is safe
from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate
from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow fonder. It triggers a
shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human returns, he'll risk
everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit Dana's
website for more information: DanaArcher.com
?????????,???????????????,???????????,?????????????????????????????????
????,??????:“????????”......
From NY Times & USA TODAY bestselling author Mandy M. Roth Paranormal
Military Shapeshifter Romance Tiger-shifter Jonathon Reynell has spent a chunk
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of his immortal life serving his country. As an I-Op, his life revolves around the
next mission, the next natural high. A soldier sent into the deadliest of combats,
he didn't expect immortality to be an issue, to live on while everyone he knows
and loves dies. When the toll begins to show and he finds himself at the bottom
of another bottle, he decides to go back to his roots, back to his home to clear his
head. Rock bottom is not where he expected to be when he found his mate with
a rose in hand and his name on her lush lips. Tori is the very definition of
perfection and beauty. She’s also in the crosshairs of the enemy. And if there is
one thing this sniper knows, it’s that his sights are the only ones that should be
set on her. IMMORTAL OPS WORLD SUGGESTED READING ORDER Books
in order of release and in their suggested reading order to date: Immortal Ops
(Immortal Ops® book 1) Critical Intelligence (Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar
Deception (Immortal Ops® book 3) Strategic Vulnerability (Immortal Ops® book
4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops® book 5) Act of Mercy (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1) Administrative Control (Immortal Ops book 6)
Act of Surrender (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 2)
Broken Communication (Immortal Outcasts® book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal
Ops® book 7) Act of Submission (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSIOps® book 3) Damage Report (Immortal Outcasts® book 2) Act of Command
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(Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 4) Wolf’s Surrender
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 1) The Dragon
Shifter’s Duty (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book
2) Midnight Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated Maneuver
(Immortal Outcasts book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops
book 2) Area of Influence (Immortal Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal
and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of Brotherhood (Paranormal
and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf (Paranormal
Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal
Outcasts® book 4) Bound to Midnight (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out
of the Dark (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 4)
Act of Surveillance (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 7)
Act of Freedom (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat
Out of Hell (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4) and more to come! ????? 5
Stars-“I love how Mandy lets you go on a journey of love, friendship with all the I
Op boys! Yes there's some action\paranormal romance & the "love" scenes were
amazing too.” - Amazon Review ????? 5 Stars-“Just couldn’t put this one
down!!! Mandy’s amazing ability to capture the readers through very vivid
descriptions and visualizations cannot be surpassed!! Highly recommended!!!” Page 15/49
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Amazon Review ????? 5 Stars-“Once again Mandy Roth has taken us into the
fabulous world of her Immortal Ops team. Mixed with emotions, action, sex and a
touch of humor she captivates us with her imagination and ability to tell her story.
Loved it.” - Amazon Review Book seven in the bestselling series The Immortal
Ops by NY Times and USAT bestselling author Mandy M. Roth. Perfect for fans
of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Laurann Dohner, Denise Grover Swank, Carrie
Ann Ryan, Darynda Jones, Jennifer L Armentrout, Alisa Woods, Elizabeth
Hunter, Christine Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh, Felicity Heaton, Donna
Grant, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Laurann Dohner, Gena Showalter, Alexandra Ivy,
Genevieve Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K. Hamilton. Topics:
immortal ops, paranormal security and intelligence, shadow agents, crimson ops,
PSI-Ops, I-Ops, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero, alpha male,
Army, award winning romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy, Crime, Demon,
Devil, DNA manipulation, Doctor, Dominant male, emotional romance,
espionage, fae, Faeries, fantasy, fantasy romance, fated mates, first in series,
friendship, genetic engineering, HEA, steamy, sexy, sizzling, Humorous, instant
love, magic, mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times bestseller, usa today,
panther, paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance ebook,
romance series, book series, science fiction, scientist, experiments, laboratory,
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legends, conspiracy, species, breeds, medical, mystery, military, thriller,
suspense, Scottish, highlander, cowboy, warrior, spies, special ops, special
forces, siren, shifter, cat shifter, wolf shifter, werewolf, were creatures, werecat,
captain, war, evil, empire, corporation, animal, soulmates, fang gang, vampires,
hybrid, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards & Witches,
Genetic Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous romance,
romantic suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter, free, first in series, series
starter, ancient, king, and royalty.
LOOK FOR THE FINAL SONS OF NAVARUS BOOK, BLOOD ASCENDANT,
COMING NOVEMBER 12, 2019! I am everything you desire. I am vampire.
Powerful and manipulative, Vasilije does as he pleases. A vampire beholden to
no one, he takes what he desires, drinking deeply the pleasures this life has to
offer. When one of his own is staked, Vasilije must travel to New Orleans to exact
his revenge. There he meets Sasa, a beautiful woman who arouses him like no
other has for centuries. Vasilije’s need for vengeance is equaled only by his
passion for her, but what he finds in his revenge is just the beginning... vampires,
mythology, romance, paranormal romance, New York Times bestselling author,
USA Today bestselling author, paranormal series Be sure to read all the Sons of
Navarus series and see why readers love these Alpha males! Vampire Dreams
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Revamped Blood Avenged Blood Betrayed Longing Blood Spirit The Deepest
Cut Blood Prophecy Blood Craving Blood Eclipse Blood Ascendant (coming
11-12-2019) Sons of Navarus Box Set #1 Sons of Navarus Box Set #2
Paranormal Shifter Military Special Ops Romance Held prisoner in a remote
testing facility in the middle of the Brazilian rain forest, subjected to torture and
abuse, shape-shifter and alpha male Wilson Rousseau has long since given up
hope of being rescued. Days blend together until he can’t help but long for
death. Saved from his isolated hell by a female’s distress call, he feels an instant
connection to her. Kimberly thought she was taking a trip to South America to
study indigenous plant life. She had no idea she was playing into the hands of a
madman whose goal is to create a genetically altered army of super-soldiers.
When she finds herself locked in a cell with Wilson, a man who would give his life
to save hers, there is an instant attraction. But the dark secrets surrounding their
imprisonment may change their lives forever. Can they find a way to beat the
odds and be together, or will the madman win? IMMORTAL OPS WORLD
SUGGESTED READING ORDER Books in order of release and in their
suggested reading order to date: Immortal Ops (Immortal Ops® book 1) Critical
Intelligence (Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar Deception (Immortal Ops® book 3)
Strategic Vulnerability (Immortal Ops® book 4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops®
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book 5) Act of Mercy (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1)
Administrative Control (Immortal Ops book 6) Act of Surrender (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 2) Broken Communication (Immortal
Outcasts® book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal Ops® book 7) Act of Submission
(Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 3) Damage Report
(Immortal Outcasts® book 2) Act of Command (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 4) Wolf’s Surrender (Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 1) The Dragon Shifter’s Duty
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 2) Midnight
Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated Maneuver (Immortal
Outcasts book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 2) Area
of Influence (Immortal Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of Brotherhood (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf (Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal Outcasts®
book 4) Bound to Midnight (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out of the Dark
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 4) Act of
Surveillance (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 7) Act of
Freedom (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat Out of
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Hell (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4) and more to come! ????? 5 Stars—“If
you’re into magic, shifters, hot military men and women who can kick butt you
will be amazed at this story.”—Reader Review ????? 5 Stars—“These books can
be read in any order, but they're addictive - whichever one you start with, you're
going to want to read all the others!”—Reader Review Book three in the
bestselling series The Immortal Ops by NY Times and USAT bestselling author
Mandy M. Roth. Perfect for fans of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Laurann
Dohner, Denise Grover Swank, Darynda Jones, Alisa Woods, Elizabeth Hunter,
Christine Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh, Laurann Dohner, Gena
Showalter, Genevieve Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K. Hamilton.
Topics: immortal ops, paranormal security and intelligence, shadow agents,
crimson ops, PSI-Ops, I-Ops, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero,
alpha male, Army, award winning romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy,
Crime, Demon, Devil, DNA manipulation, Doctor, Dominant male, emotional
romance, espionage, fae, Faeries, fantasy, fantasy romance, fated mates, first in
series, friendship, genetic engineering, HEA, steamy, sexy, sizzling, Humorous,
instant love, magic, mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times bestseller, usa
today, panther, paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance
ebook, romance series, book series, science fiction, scientist, experiments,
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laboratory, legends, conspiracy, species, breeds, medical, mystery, military,
thriller, suspense, Scottish, highlander, cowboy, warrior, spies, special ops,
special forces, siren, shifter, cat shifter, wolf shifter, werewolf, were creatures,
werecat, captain, war, evil, empire, corporation, animal, soulmates, fang gang,
vampires, hybrid, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards
& Witches, Genetic Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous
romance, romantic suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter, free, first in
series, series starter, ancient, king, and royalty.
Narrator Jack and his mother, who was kidnapped seven years earlier when she
was a 19-year-old college student, celebrate his fifth birthday. They live in a tiny,
11-foot-square soundproofed cell in a converted shed in the kidnapper's yard.
The sociopath, whom Jack has dubbed Old Nick, visits at night, grudgingly doling
out food and supplies. But Ma, as Jack calls her, proves to be resilient and
resourceful--and attempts a nail-biting escape.
Forbidden love is dangerous. And oh-so-tempting. A prophecy turned Mira into
the ultimate prize. Now every shifter male wants to father her children. And she
only desires the human male who’s captured her heart. Loving Josh puts his life
at risk, however. Mira understands the dangers they face. But they can’t stop
touching each other… Humans living in the shifter world are expected to follow
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their rules. Josh Conway would rather make his own. And Mira belongs to him.
Nothing will stop him from claiming her. Not the shifters trying to steal her away.
Not their antiquated traditions. And not the divine prediction of the heavens. Mira
is his true mate. And he’ll die to prove it. ————————— This book is the closed-doo
version of FAVORITE OBSESSION by Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction
pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter
World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape
reality with the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a
bewitching saga where you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! Guaranteed happily ever after - The bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving,
loyal, and confident men - Strong, dedicated, and smart women - Unbreakable
family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates - Danger,
action, adventure, and spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that
will leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to
swoon over - Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology Chronicles of everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal romance series to put
on your one-click wish list - Mystery and supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh
language Download today and read an official Shifter World® original novel. Are
you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe - An
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immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to
trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love.
Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and
their pride. Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy
of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or
die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to
do with his primal side or settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand
changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a
fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf.
Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his
primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart
isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's
leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard. Being
the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared
member of the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But
a smart woman knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs
titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for
his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate
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Mya should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But
an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death
comes knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is
dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when passion takes
over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to
take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow
fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe
again. Visit Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
From NY Times & USA Today Bestselling Author Mandy M. Roth Paranormal
Shifter Military Special Ops Romance Immortal Ops Team Captain Lukian
Vlakhusha is having issues with his newest target, Peren Matthews. His higher
ups want her eliminated. He simply wants her. The alpha side of him demands he
claim her--that is, if she'll have him. After all, he's what she fears most--a wolf
shifter. But there is more to Peren than even she's aware of and the enemy is
closer than anyone imagined. IMMORTAL OPS WORLD SUGGESTED
READING ORDER Books in order of release and in their suggested reading
order to date: Immortal Ops (Immortal Ops® book 1) Critical Intelligence
(Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar Deception (Immortal Ops® book 3) Strategic
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Vulnerability (Immortal Ops® book 4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops® book 5) Act
of Mercy (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1)
Administrative Control (Immortal Ops book 6) Act of Surrender (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 2) Broken Communication (Immortal
Outcasts® book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal Ops® book 7) Act of Submission
(Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 3) Damage Report
(Immortal Outcasts® book 2) Act of Command (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 4) Wolf’s Surrender (Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 1) The Dragon Shifter’s Duty
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 2) Midnight
Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated Maneuver (Immortal
Outcasts book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 2) Area
of Influence (Immortal Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of Brotherhood (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf (Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal Outcasts®
book 4) Bound to Midnight (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out of the Dark
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 4) Act of
Surveillance (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 7) Act of
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Freedom (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat Out of
Hell (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4) and more to come! ????? 5
Stars--"Heart pounding, hot, great storytelling" ????? 5 Stars--"Ms. Roth just has
a way with words that give forth emotions within the reader whether it be fear or
love." ????? 5 Stars--"Great characters with strong alpha males but equally
strong and capable women." ????? 5 Stars--"Highly recommend if you want to
get immersed in a world that will have you turning the pages from beginning to
end." Topics: immortal ops, paranormal security and intelligence, shadow agents,
crimson ops, PSI-Ops, I-Ops, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero,
alpha male, Army, award winning romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy,
Crime, Demon, Devil, DNA manipulation, Doctor, Dominant male, emotional
romance, Espionage, fae, Faeries, fantasy, fantasy romance, fated mates, first in
series, friendship, genetic engineering, HEA, steamy, sexy, sizzling, Humorous,
instant love, magic, mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times bestseller, usa
today, panther, paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance
ebook, romance series, book series, science fiction, scientist, experiments,
laboratory, legends, conspiracy, species, breeds, medical, mystery, military,
thriller, suspense, Scottish, highlander, cowboy, warrior, spies, special ops,
special forces, siren, shifter, cat shifter, wolf shifter, werewolf, were creatures,
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werecat, captain, war, evil, empire, corporation, animal, soulmates, fang gang,
vampires, hybrid, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards
& Witches, Genetic Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous
romance, romantic suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter, free, first in
series, series starter, ancient, king, and royalty. Book one in the bestselling
series The Immortal Ops by NY Times and USAT bestselling author Mandy M.
Roth. Perfect for fans of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Laurann Dohner, Denise
Grover Swank, Darynda Jones, Alisa Woods, Elizabeth Hunter, Christine
Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh, Laurann Dohner, Gena Showalter,
Genevieve Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K. Hamilton.
Betrayed by the love of her life at sixteen, causing her to flee her home, Amber Daniels' taste
in men hasn't improved over time. With a bitter divorce under her belt, she returns home to
support her sisters and dying mother. It takes one day before she finds herself in trouble with
the local werewolves-and being rescued by her childhood crush. One hot look and the pain
returns...overshadowed only by the desire. But Amber's older, wiser, and unwilling to be
burned yet again.Desmon Nightwind was an angry youth the night his world exploded and he
lost his mate. Now pack alpha, he's no longer an untried teen, but still wholly unprepared for
Amber's return to Hollow Mountain. He lost her once. No amount of pack politics, family strife,
or alpha obligations will make him let her go a second time. He'll do whatever it takes to claim
and protect his human mate. Even battle neighboring wolves using anything at their disposal to
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start a war. They don't fight fair...and neither will Desmon.
Book 9 in the New Species series. While each New Species book is a standalone, the greatest
enjoyment will come from reading them in series order. Beauty resents being labeled Gift
Species. Everyone is way too overprotective, males aren't even allowed to speak to her and so
far true freedom eludes her. Then a big, sexy Species officer mistakes her for the enemy and
takes her to the ground. Shadow is dumbfounded. He has a Gift pinned under him-a big no-no.
But Beauty is fascinated and wants to know Shadow a lot better. She is full of newly
discovered, unrequited passion and he's just what she needs to satisfy her curiosity. For
Shadow, sex means pain and revulsion. For Beauty, it was enslavement and ridicule. Two
lonely souls who have never known a lover's touch, together in a cabin in the woods. Each
touch, every discovery brings them closer to a life they never thought possible...beyond even
their dreams.
NY Times & USA TODAY Bestselling Author of the Daughter of Darkness, Grimm Cove, and
the Immortal Ops Series! Paranormal Military Shapeshifter Romance Novella No one knows
just how powerful Colonel Asher Brooks is. It's a secret he's fond of keeping. As the point
person for the Immortal Ops, he has seen just about everything the supernatural community
has to offer. That is until he arrives on the docks in Seattle to find a mess his men didn't make.
Something big is going down there and it means business. His concern is for Jinx, a leggy
redheaded succubus who calls the area home. He's spent centuries denying what he knows to
be true, thinking he's keeping his woman safe and that it's for the best. When Jinx calls to tell
him she has information for him, he worries the woman who drives him mad with lust might be
in danger. He'll do anything to protect her, even if that means claiming her for his own, whether
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she's up for being claimed or not. ????? 5 Stars-“Beyond intriguing, this one was difficult to put
down. From the action, mystery and sexual tension, Mandy’s very vivid descriptions were
totally captivating.” - Amazon Review ????? 5 Stars-“Administrative Control was sexy, fun,
and action-filled.” - Amazon Review ????? 5 Stars-“Yet another outstanding book in the I-Ops
series. Lots of action, strong women and sexy alpha shifters.” - Amazon Review IMMORTAL
OPS WORLD SUGGESTED READING ORDER Books in order of release and in their
suggested reading order to date: Immortal Ops (Immortal Ops® book 1) Critical Intelligence
(Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar Deception (Immortal Ops® book 3) Strategic Vulnerability
(Immortal Ops® book 4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops® book 5) Act of Mercy (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1) Administrative Control (Immortal Ops book 6) Act of
Surrender (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 2) Broken Communication
(Immortal Outcasts® book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal Ops® book 7) Act of Submission
(Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 3) Damage Report (Immortal
Outcasts® book 2) Act of Command (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book
4) Wolf’s Surrender (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 1) The
Dragon Shifter’s Duty (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 2)
Midnight Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated Maneuver (Immortal Outcasts
book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 2) Area of Influence (Immortal
Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of
Brotherhood (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf
(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal
Outcasts® book 4) Bound to Midnight (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out of the Dark
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(Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 4) Act of Surveillance
(Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 7) Act of Freedom (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat Out of Hell (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4)
and more to come! Book six in the bestselling series The Immortal Ops by NY Times and
USAT bestselling author Mandy M. Roth. Perfect for fans of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer,
Laurann Dohner, Denise Grover Swank, Carrie Ann Ryan, Darynda Jones, Jennifer L
Armentrout, Alisa Woods, Elizabeth Hunter, Christine Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh,
Felicity Heaton, Donna Grant, JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Laurann Dohner, Gena Showalter,
Alexandra Ivy, Genevieve Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K. Hamilton. Topics:
immortal ops, paranormal security and intelligence, shadow agents, crimson ops, PSI-Ops, IOps, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero, alpha male, Army, award winning
romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy, Crime, Demon, Devil, DNA manipulation, Doctor,
Dominant male, emotional romance, espionage, fae, Faeries, fantasy, fantasy romance, fated
mates, first in series, friendship, genetic engineering, HEA, steamy, sexy, sizzling, Humorous,
instant love, magic, mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times bestseller, usa today, panther,
paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance ebook, romance series, book
series, science fiction, scientist, experiments, laboratory, legends, conspiracy, species, breeds,
medical, mystery, military, thriller, suspense, Scottish, highlander, cowboy, warrior, spies,
special ops, special forces, siren, shifter, cat shifter, wolf shifter, werewolf, were creatures,
werecat, captain, war, evil, empire, corporation, animal, soulmates, fang gang, vampires,
hybrid, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, Wizards & Witches, Genetic
Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous romance, romantic suspense, action
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and adventure, shapeshifter, free, first in series, series starter, ancient, king, and royalty.
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???????????????????????
Best friends share everything. Even a true mate? Gwen Burnett is being hunted. Winner takes
all. And the enthralling shifter who catches her and the charismatic male who rescues her want
to claim their prize—her—for eternity. Vlad, a Royal shifter from the Winchester pack, should’ve
claimed his true mate the day he met her. But persuading his best friend and the innocent
human they’ve pursued for months to share everything will make his victory so much sweeter.
Powerful. Demanding. Enticing. As leader of the Winchester pack, Xander gets what he wants.
No matter what he has to do to claim his prize. Or who he has to share Gwen with. And
nobody will take his possessions away. Not his pack mates questioning his nontraditional
relationship. Not the enemy looking to steal Gwen back. Not even the witches and shamans
hunting them all. A wolf will fight until his dying breath to protect his pack… and his true mates.
————————— This book is the closed-door version of LAST CHANCE by Nancy Corrigan, the
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Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter
World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with
the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where
you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed happily ever after - The
bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men - Strong, dedicated, and
smart women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will
leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon over Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get
lost in - Paranormal romance series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and
supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language Download today and read an official Shifter
World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles:
Rafe - An immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to trust
him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows that.
Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride. Josh - As a human living
among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is
his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean
wants nothing to do with his primal side or settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand
changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a fate any man
wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his
life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his
true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep
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them alive until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard.
Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women
are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared member of the Shifter
Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman knows when to
change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is
dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick
from being the mate Mya should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take
it. But an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death comes
knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the
pull of your true mate. And when passion takes over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts,
especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the
heart grow fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit
Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
Traditional Chinese edition of Twenties Girl by Sophia Kinsella of the shopaholic series fame.
However, this is not a shopaholic novel. It's a ghost novel set in the present about friendship
between a ghost from the 1920's and a girl of the 21st century. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The shifter who bites you... Keeps you? Lena Burnett will do anything for her family, even turn
herself into bait to lure an enemy pride away from her shifter stepsister. Getting captured, then
being separated from her sisters isn't part of her plan. Neither is falling in love with her sexy
savior. But Devin is wickedly irresistible. He promises to rescue her family too. Before it’s too
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late… Devin Moore, a Royal from the Alexander pride, is a breath away from turning feral. Only
a true mate’s healing touch can save him. But he never expected his brave human female
would wade into a shifter war for him. And for Lena, he'll do anything: Rescue her loved ones.
Heal her heart. Earn her love. Claim her soul. Fight for her with his last breath. The alternative
is death—his. Crazed shifters aren't safe around humans. And without Lena, he's nothing more
than an animal. ————————— This book is the closed-door version of BEAUTIFUL MISTAKE by
Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note:
Welcome to the Shifter World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true
mates! Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in
a bewitching saga where you'll find: NO CLIFFHANGERS! NO CHEATING! Guaranteed
happily ever after The bedroom door is always CLOSED Loving, loyal, and confident men
Strong, dedicated, and smart women Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride,
clan and pack mates Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling suspense Page-turning
thrilling story that will leave you reading late into the night Fairy tale, kisses only romance to
swoon over Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology Chronicles of everlasting
love to get lost in Paranormal romance series to put on your one-click wish list Mystery and
supernatural thriller storyline No harsh language ————————— Download today and read an
official Shifter World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals
and Alphas titles: Rafe - An immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother
with secrets to trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love.
Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride.
Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female
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every male wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a
dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to do with his primal side or settling down
with a mate. Until a one-night stand changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've
been born with is not a fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of
your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his primal
side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan
will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a
BBW woman in a man's world is hard. Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is
harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy
the most feared member of the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him.
But a smart woman knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick
- A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his true mate's future is
unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate Mya should've ended up with. Ilan Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But an unexpected baby changes things. So does a
true mate. And when death comes knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when passion takes over,
nobody is safe from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate
from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to
possess. And when Kade's beloved human returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to
ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
??????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????????? ??????
??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
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Traditional Chinese edition of Blood Bound, a Mercy Thompson series - a bestselling novel
about werewolves and vampires and ghosts and shapeshifters; about the new kid in town and
the gangs... In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
NY Times & USA TODAY Bestselling Author of the Daughter of Darkness, Grimm Cove, and
the Immortal Ops Series! Paranormal Shifter Vampire Military Special Ops Romance Once a
proud, fierce, alpha-male shifting operative with the Immortal Ops, Lance Toov finds himself
under the thumb of an evil master vampire. Now a plaything, a god-like toy, he struggles with
the tasks assigned to him. As his mind begins to break through the master vampire’s
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influence, a woman comes along who changes all the rules, and ups the stakes in the most
interesting of ways. Is she his salvation or will she be his downfall? Book six in the bestselling
series The Immortal Ops by NY Times and USAT bestselling author Mandy M. Roth. Perfect
for fans of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Laurann Dohner, Denise Grover Swank, Darynda
Jones, Alisa Woods, Elizabeth Hunter, Christine Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh,
Laurann Dohner, Gena Showalter, Genevieve Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K.
Hamilton. IMMORTAL OPS WORLD SUGGESTED READING ORDER Books in order of
release and in their suggested reading order to date: Immortal Ops (Immortal Ops® book 1)
Critical Intelligence (Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar Deception (Immortal Ops® book 3)
Strategic Vulnerability (Immortal Ops® book 4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops® book 5) Act of
Mercy (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1) Administrative Control
(Immortal Ops book 6) Act of Surrender (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops®
book 2) Broken Communication (Immortal Outcasts® book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal
Ops® book 7) Act of Submission (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 3)
Damage Report (Immortal Outcasts® book 2) Act of Command (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 4) Wolf’s Surrender (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops
Shadow Agents® book 1) The Dragon Shifter’s Duty (Paranormal Security and Intelligence
Ops Shadow Agents® book 2) Midnight Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated
Maneuver (Immortal Outcasts book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book
2) Area of Influence (Immortal Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of Brotherhood (Paranormal and Security Intelligence®
PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow
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Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal Outcasts® book 4) Bound to Midnight (Immortal
Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out of the Dark (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow
Agents® book 4) Act of Surveillance (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book
7) Act of Freedom (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat Out of Hell
(Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4) and more to come! Book eight in the bestselling series
The Immortal Ops by NY Times and USAT bestselling author Mandy M. Roth. Perfect for fans
of K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer, Laurann Dohner, Denise Grover Swank, Darynda Jones,
Alisa Woods, Elizabeth Hunter, Christine Feehan, Rebecca Zanetti, Nalini Singh, Laurann
Dohner, Gena Showalter, Genevieve Jack, Lora Leigh, Patricia Briggs, and Laurell K.
Hamilton. Topics: immortal ops, paranormal security and intelligence, shadow agents, crimson
ops, PSI-Ops, I-Ops, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero, alpha male, Army,
award winning romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy, Crime, Demon, Devil, DNA
manipulation, Doctor, Dominant male, emotional romance, espionage, fae, Faeries, fantasy,
fantasy romance, fated mates, first in series, friendship, genetic engineering, HEA, steamy,
sexy, sizzling, Humorous, instant love, magic, mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times
bestseller, usa today, panther, paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance
ebook, romance series, book series, science fiction, scientist, experiments, laboratory,
legends, conspiracy, species, breeds, medical, mystery, military, thriller, suspense, Scottish,
highlander, cowboy, warrior, spies, special ops, special forces, siren, shifter, cat shifter, wolf
shifter, werewolf, were creatures, werecat, captain, war, evil, empire, corporation, animal,
soulmates, fang gang, vampires, hybrid, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller & Suspense,
Wizards & Witches, Genetic Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero, humorous
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romance, romantic suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter, free, first in series, series
starter, ancient, king, and royalty.
LOOK FOR THE FINAL SONS OF NAVARUS BOOK, BLOOD ASCENDANT, COMING
NOVEMBER 12, 2019! The Sons of Navarus series by New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author K.M. Scott writing as Gabrielle Bisset—Get the first three books in the series
in this new box set, The Sons of Navarus Box Set #1! Includes Blood Avenged, Blood
Betrayed, and Longing! ***And look for The Sons of Navarus Box Set #2 with Blood Spirit
(Sons of Navarus #3), The Deepest Cut (A Sons of Navarus Short Story), and Blood Prophecy
(Sons of Navarus #4, and including the Sons short stories His Love and Forbidden Fruit) ON
SALE NOW!*** "Packed full of action, surprises, hot alpha vampires, romance and hot sex that
make for a great read for any fan of the genre."--Romance Book Junkies "A heady mix of
paranormal romance and erotic relationships makes this series A MUST READ!"--The
Enchanted Book "From the first book, this series is full on erotic romance. HOT, sexy, and well
written, each book draws the reader in deeper, just the way a paranormal romance series
should. Don't miss the Sons!"--Paranormal Romance Forever Long ago, the first vampire was
born from the love of the goddess Macaria, the daughter of Hades, God of the Underworld, and
Navarus, the human male who fell in love with her. As her consort, he walked the night as she
always had, becoming the first vampire. Loving her, he turned her vampire and together they
had eight sons. The youngest, Idolas, had a vision of the world long after ancient Greek times,
of a time when the Archons, those vampires chosen to keep law and order in the vampire
world, would move to overthrow the elders in the Order of Macaria and impose their iron rule
on all. The vampire world is now very far from the love Macaria and Navarus shared millennia
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ago. The Archons have moved to fulfill the Prophecy of Idolas and begin the takeover.
Standing in their way are the Sons of Navarus, eight vampire warriors chosen by the Order of
Macaria to protect the way of life vampires have enjoyed for thousands of years and defeat the
Archons when the day Idolas prophesied came true. That time has come and for the eight
Sons of Navarus, this war will test all their strength and courage. They must unlock the secrets
of the Prophecy of Idolas to defeat the Archons or perish in trying for none of their kind can be
safe if the Archons win this battle. Follow the Sons as they fight to save their world and the
love each of them would die for. vampires, mythology, romance, paranormal romance, New
York Times bestselling author, USA Today bestselling author, paranormal series Be sure to
read all the Sons of Navarus series and see why readers love these Alpha males! Vampire
Dreams Revamped Blood Avenged Blood Betrayed Longing Blood Spirit The Deepest Cut
Blood Prophecy Blood Craving Blood Eclipse Blood Ascendant (coming 11-12-2019) Sons of
Navarus Box Set #1 Sons of Navarus Box Set #2
Ils ont été créés. Emprisonnés. Mais jamais brisés. Justice North et le chef et le symbole des
Hybrides. Il a consacré son existence à son peuple et a juré de tout faire pour les protéger, y
compris choisir une compagne hybride... Mais la seule femme qui fait battre son cœur est
humaine. Depuis leur rencontre, la belle Jessie n’a qu’une envie : apprendre à Justice à se
détendre et profiter de sa liberté durement acquise. Et si elle-même est douloureusement
consciente que leur histoire ne peut que se terminer dans les larmes, Jessie n’est pas pour
autant prête à renoncer à un seul instant de la passion sauvage qui les consume... « Les livres
de Laurann Dohner sont plus que fantastiques ! » Dearauthor « Si vous cherchez une lecture
sexy pleine de mâles alphas, je ne peux que vous recommander cette série ! » Under the
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Covers Book Blog
Sometimes taking a chance is the only choice. As the public face of Kagan Industries, Sean
Reynolds has no interest in pack politics or leadership. But when the rightful next in line wolf
shifter abandons the pack, the void becomes an opportunity of a lifetime—in his wolf's eyes,
anyway. Not in Sean's eyes. But with the influence of the full moon revving up his primal
drives, resisting the lure of power is draining. He needs a distraction. A night out among the
humans gives him the diversion he needs...until a sultry blonde captures his attention. And
when she abruptly disappears, his choice is made. She is not getting away. Ever. —————————
This book is the closed-door version of CHANCE ON LOVE by Nancy Corrigan, the
Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter
World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with
the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where
you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed happily ever after - The
bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men - Strong, dedicated, and
smart women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will
leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon over Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get
lost in - Paranormal romance series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and
supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language Download today and read an official Shifter
World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles:
Rafe - An immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to trust
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him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows that.
Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride. Josh - As a human living
among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is
his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean
wants nothing to do with his primal side or settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand
changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a fate any man
wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his
life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his
true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep
them alive until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard.
Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women
are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared member of the Shifter
Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman knows when to
change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is
dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick
from being the mate Mya should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take
it. But an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death comes
knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the
pull of your true mate. And when passion takes over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts,
especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the
heart grow fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit
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Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
?????????????????3??????????,?6?????????,??24????,?????500??......?????????,?????????.

Ils ont été créés. Emprisonnés. Mais jamais brisés. Beauté déteste être reléguée au
statut d'Hybride Cadeau. Tous la surprotègent, aucun mâle n'a le droit de lui parler, et
elle n'a pas la moindre liberté... jusqu'à ce qu'un agent des plus sexy ne manque de
l'attaquer en la prenant pour un ennemi. Fascinée par la passion qu'il éveille en elle,
Beauté est bien décidée à satisfaire sa curiosité. Pour Ombre, le désir a toujours été
synonyme de douleur et de dégoût, et pour Beauté, de captivité et de ridicule. Mais
livrés à eux-mêmes, ces deux âmes solitaires s'apprêtent à découvrir que les règles du
jeu ont changé. « Les livres de Laurann Dohner sont plus que fantastiques ! »
Dearauthor.com « Si vous cherchez une lecture sexy pleine de mâles alphas, je ne
peux que vous recommander cette série ! » Under the Covers Book Blog
????????????? ??????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????
????????????80? ???????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
??????? ???????? https://www.facebook.com/darknighthouse
Never lead a widowed shifter cop to his true mate then tell him he can't have her. "If
you're looking for a great shifter story, this one will pull you into the series!" Mya Being
a single mom is hard. Not dying at the hands of my kids’ deadbeat dad is harder.
Especially when the shifter elders won’t lift a finger to help me. But for my daughters,
I’ll risk everything for freedom. Even if that means trusting the new cop in town with our
protection. And my heart. But loving Rick feels more natural than anything I've ever
experienced. It's as if he already knows my soul... Rick A century ago, I lost my
breeding partner and unborn babies. Then I walked away from pack life to protect the
innocent. A cold murder brought me back and gave me a second chance with the one
woman I never expected to find. Mya is my true mate. My wolf knows it. I know it. Only
one thing stands in our way. The criminal who kidnapped her from her human life would
rather see her dead than with me. And Mya’s death isn’t something I could bear. So it
comes down to kill or be killed. And I have no plans on losing my life or Mya. —————————
This book is the closed-door version of Rescued by Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream
fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter
World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality
with the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching
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saga where you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed happily
ever after - The bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men Strong, dedicated, and smart women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers,
sisters, pride, clan and pack mates - Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling
suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will leave you reading late into the night Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon over - Otherworld creatures from Norse and
Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal romance
series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and supernatural thriller storyline - No
harsh language Download today and read an official Shifter World® original novel. Are
you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe - An immortal
Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to trust him in
order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows
that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride. Josh - As a
human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every
male wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a
dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to do with his primal side or settling
down with a mate. Until a one-night stand changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the
wolf you've been born with is not a fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman
you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the woman
he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and the
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mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep them alive
until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard.
Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared member of
the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman
knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick - A man with
nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his true mate's future is
unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate Mya should've ended up with.
Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But an unexpected baby changes things.
So does a true mate. And when death comes knocking, there's no one better prepared
to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when
passion takes over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy
trying to take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow
fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe again.
Visit Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
From NY Times & USA TODAY bestselling author Mandy M. Roth Paranormal Shifter
Military Special Ops Romance When loyalties are questioned and bonds forged, the
Immortal Ops find themselves fighting a war to guard not only their secrets, but their
lives as well. Missy Carter leads a rather boring, overworked life as a system analyst for
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the State Department or rather, that’s what she lets everyone believe. In reality her life
is anything but boring. As a Shadow Agent with the Paranormal Security and
Intelligence, she’s seen and done it all. Intelligence is her specialty, assassination is
her hobby. The only problem is that the things she spies on don’t die easily. In fact,
some of them were dead to begin with. She’s learned to handle anything life can throw
at her. That is until the biggest paramilitary pain her backside shows up again. Lucky for
him, he’s good looking. Roi Majors, wolf-shifter and second in command of the I-Ops,
is having a hard time believing that Intel can only get half the information needed to
bring down an underground ring of vampires with big-spending backers who are hellbent on creating a race of supernaturals with multiple strands of DNA in them. When he
finds himself paired with the one woman in the world who seems immune to his selfproclaimed charms, he can’t wait to see her to safety and then bid her good riddance.
He never counted on falling in love with her. And he sure in the hell never counted on
her claiming to be an agent with a branch of the government no human should know
about. IMMORTAL OPS WORLD SUGGESTED READING ORDER Books in order of
release and in their suggested reading order to date: Immortal Ops (Immortal Ops®
book 1) Critical Intelligence (Immortal Ops® book 2) Radar Deception (Immortal Ops®
book 3) Strategic Vulnerability (Immortal Ops® book 4) Tactical Magik (Immortal Ops®
book 5) Act of Mercy (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 1)
Administrative Control (Immortal Ops book 6) Act of Surrender (Paranormal and
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Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 2) Broken Communication (Immortal Outcasts®
book 1) Separation Zone (Immortal Ops® book 7) Act of Submission (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 3) Damage Report (Immortal Outcasts® book 2)
Act of Command (Paranormal and Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 4) Wolf’s
Surrender (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 1) The
Dragon Shifter’s Duty (Paranormal Security and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents®
book 2) Midnight Echoes (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 1) Isolated Maneuver
(Immortal Outcasts book 3) Expecting Darkness (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 2)
Area of Influence (Immortal Ops® book 8) Act of Passion (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 5) Act of Brotherhood (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 6) Healing the Wolf (Paranormal Security and Intelligence
Ops Shadow Agents® book 3) Wrecked Intel (Immortal Outcasts® book 4) Bound to
Midnight (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 3) Out of the Dark (Paranormal Security
and Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents® book 4) Act of Surveillance (Paranormal and
Security Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 7) Act of Freedom (Paranormal and Security
Intelligence® PSI-Ops® book 8) Bat Out of Hell (Immortal Ops: Crimson Ops book 4)
and more to come! Topics: immortal ops, paranormal security and intelligence, shadow
agents, crimson ops, PSI-Ops, I-Ops, Action & Adventure Romance Fiction, alpha hero,
alpha male, Army, award winning romance, Brotherhood, cat shifter, comedy, Crime,
Demon, Devil, DNA manipulation, Doctor, Dominant male, emotional romance,
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Espionage, fae, Faeries, fantasy, fantasy romance, fated mates, first in series,
friendship, genetic engineering, HEA, steamy, sexy, sizzling, Humorous, instant love,
magic, mythical creatures, myths, navy, ny times bestseller, usa today, panther,
paranormal and urban, paranormal elements, power, romance ebook, romance series,
book series, science fiction, scientist, experiments, laboratory, legends, conspiracy,
species, breeds, medical, mystery, military, thriller, suspense, Scottish, highlander,
cowboy, warrior, spies, special ops, special forces, siren, shifter, cat shifter, wolf shifter,
werewolf, were creatures, werecat, captain, war, evil, empire, corporation, animal,
soulmates, fang gang, vampires, hybrid, sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller &
Suspense, Wizards & Witches, Genetic Engineering, werewolf romance, bad boy hero,
humorous romance, romantic suspense, action and adventure, shapeshifter, first in
series, series starter, ancient, werepanther, panther, cat shifter, shapeshifters, divorce,
JusticeShatteredNightwind Pack
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